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and changes, for voice, video, and data services.

GW issued a detailed RFI that asked each
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inventory. The responses were evaluated
and the contract awarded to Calero for having

All of GW’s telecom-related invoices were

the most compelling solution to meet the

historically handled by the financial services
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“One of the greatest values is that I have a very accurate
picture of all the services that we provide to the various
university departments.”
— Chris Megill, associate director of technology services, George Washington University
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“Not only were the capabilities outstanding but
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cause for the change.”

Having been a Calero client for several years,

The extensive suite of Calero reports also

Megill has had significant exposure to the

equips Megill to make informed decisions
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about staffing levels for the communications
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services team: “I can quickly examine the
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backlog of work order requests and determine
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where in the process things might be getting
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data jacks there are, how many are used by
each department, how many wireless access

Megill has leveraged the expertize of the
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Calero professional services team several
times: “The Calero consultants are a mature

Having access to such granular data enables

group that has a clear understanding of
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the clarity with which Calero consolidates
third-party bills and authorized staff can easily
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view details of their own departmental charges

work together seamlessly and transparently,

but have no access to bills of other groups.

and they enable us to manage our environment

They can see utilization in their specific area;

a lot more efficiently. My partnership with

if they need to investigate potential toll fraud,

Calero helps me to focus on important
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variances and not worry about day to day

a central place. They don’t have to access

transactions. Calero empowers me to protect
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calls, or conference call usage, or what data

of mind knowing there’s always an extra

or Internet services they are being billed for.

layer of vigilance.”

This is a huge benefit for us,” noted Megill.
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